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Stocktaking in the Paris Agreement 

Source: 

I4CE 



Paris ≠ Kyoto 
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Kyoto vs Paris: the key differences  

Source: World Bank 



 Structuring a robust NDC framework that can attract capital market confidence and investors is 
key for a large number of countries. 

 It requires the implementation of a reliable MRV process that Blockchain can deliver as a 
digital infrastructure that creates integrity and traceability.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

 The nature of Blockchain and its “monetary” characteristics make it a relevant innovative instrument 
for the implementation of both pricing (i.e through taxation) and exchange schemes. 

 Once implemented at a national level, the MRV Blockchain framework can deliver an efficient, 
reliable and scalable infrastructure to various mechanisms related to the transition to a low carbon 
economy…  

 …such as energy efficiency mechanisms, green traceability for energy and architecture for circular 
economy schemes.  

 

Setting the standard  to implement a carbon  price signal  

 GDP 

Building trust and attractivity for countries’ 

transition to a low-carbon economy 
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Source: PwC 

Blockchain  a widespread sectoral diffusion  
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Source: Fortum 8 

Blockchain in a nutshell 



Blockchain in a nutshell 
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Main principles underlying blockchain tech 

Source: Iansiti and Lakhani (2017) 



Source: WEC 11 

How it works 



Source: Grid Singularity 12 

PoW vs PoS 
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A wide diversity of experiments and/or 
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Source: PwC 

What could be changed in the energy field 
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 Less than 30% of global GHG emissions are tracked from a robust bottom 
up process. 
 Several institutional and political bottlenecks to the implementation 

of carbon tracking and pricing. 
Market blindness to shift the financial flows towards low carbon 

priorities  
 

 Blockchain + Collaborative Digital Technologies Provides an Integrated 
and Scalable System for MRV / Transparency : 
 Encompass accounting GHGs at multiple levels 
 Linking carbon markets 
 Supports flow of climate finance and accountability 
 Extending to stackable SDG metrics and spectrum of co-benefits, e.g. 

financial inclusion 
 Supports interoperability of MRV systems   

Digital  Innovation to serve the Paris Climate 

Agreement  



Source: Climate Ledger Initiative 18 

The Paris Agreement and Blockchain 
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Benefits to improve MRV and markets 

Source: Collaborase 
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The ‘Climate Chain’ research program 



We have designed together with the French Carbon Registry team a pilot 
on privately administered Blockchain, pilot aimed at demonstrating that 
such registry could be efficiently Blockchain-based. 
 

Main objectives  
Study the pros and cons of building a DLT based value chain for 

recording and managing GHG emissions at national or regional levels  
as well as to how to best meet the expectations of countries with a 

fragile institutional environment for achieving their INDCs under the 
framework of the Paris Agreement. 

 
The current work also aims at considering the integration of new a 

domestic carbon offsetting program launched by the French government 
within the context of the “national strategy for a low carbon economy 

Blockchain pilot on the French carbon registry 



Blockchain pilot on the French carbon registry 



• Developping an optimal digital infrastructure to facilitate the implementation of the Paris Agreement 

• Accessible technological framework to support reliable MRV tool and robust NDCs structure 

• Integrity + consensus tech as a mitigation tool to prevent the failure of the Agreement achieved in Paris 

www.theclimatechain.org 

 

http://www.theclimatechain.org/


• Pilot experiment on the French national carbon registry for both EU-ETS and Kyoto frameworks  

• Functionalities developed with CDC registry team and I4CE 

• Meet the objective of GHG emissions management at national or regional levels for countries with a fragile 

institutional environment for achieving their commitment (i.e. Nationally Determined Contributions) under the 

framework of the Paris Agreement.  



ClimateChain.io 

• Double accounting prevention schemes for registration of CO2 allowances and emissions on a distributed register.  

• Data encryption, keys’ upload and use of tokens per tonne of CO2 emitted. Regime for nodes/allowances. 

• Governance rules and definition status : plants level, corporate level, country and administration level ;  

• Authentication and certification systems, audit schemes, status of trusted third parties and operating charter. 

• Security flaws in carbon registers and ways of preventing fraud; versioning and stamp issues. 
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• Facilitating and managing a fundamental shift from Kyoto paradigm to the Paris Agreement’s one  
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TheClimateChainCoalition 

The “Climate Chain Coalition” backed by the UN 

http://www.climatechaincoalition.org/


1. Alignment with the long-term goals of the Paris Agreement 

2. Advancement of DLT for Better Climate Change Solutions 

3. Collaboration within the Scope of the Coalition 

4. Technology Neutrality 

5. Commitment to Standardization 

6. Dissemination of DLT Benefits 

7. Fraud Mitigation 

8. Responsibility for addressing challenges attributable to DLT applications 

9. Sustainable Development Goals 

“Climate Chain Coalition” Members Charter 
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  The energy and carbon footprint  of Blockchain : what are the alternatives ? 

  Delivering carbon MRV process with Blockchain  

  Delivering National Carbon Registry with Blockchain 

  Supporting the new French Initiative on  voluntary carbon credit scheme (Vocal) 

  Monetising National Low carbon Action Plan and Projects with Token 

  Governance rules and definition status : plants level, corporate level, country 

and administration level.  

   Interoperability between local, regional and national initiatives 

   Blockchain for Good use cases : meeting the UN SDGs 

   … Open to new use cases and request 

 

On the Research Agenda 


